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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a software platform (called Kalimucho) for mobile and embedded hardware. The architecture of such application is based on two component models: Osagaia for software containers and Korrontea for connector containers. Kalimucho uses service factory permitting the creation of instances of software components. This factory allows making the most suitable configuration according to services decision managing reconfiguration. The reconfiguration service decisions depend on data sent by control interfaces and the users defined rules (via the platform and control interfaces).

Categories and Subject Descriptors

General Terms
Design, Experimentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Because of the massive growing of embedded mobile and limited devices uses in everyday life [19] (public transport, workplace, cars, domestic appliance, etc.), the study of distributed applications for such devices becomes a major thematic. Such tools do exist but are still too strongly relative to underlying technologies. Proposing design methods and software architectures models for the design, implementation and running of applications on mobile limited hardware is crucial. The objective of this paper is to present our platform able to manage dynamic reconfigurations of distributed applications deployed on various and heterogeneous embedded devices. The goal of the platform is also to ensure the dynamic management of software components in order to guarantee an adequate quality of service to the end user. The reminder of this paper is the following. We firstly present component and service-oriented component characteristics, and then we present related work our component model. In the third part, we introduce the Kalimucho platform: objectives, architecture, and functionalities. Finally, we present some perspectives before the conclusion.

2. DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS
An application for heterogeneous mobile embedded and limited (low bandwidth, power consumption, etc.) device has to firstly prevent hardware and mobility limitation. We decided to use dynamic reconfiguration to bypass this problem. Intervention on the architecture of the application needs to have a specific software component model. Such model permits to act on the life-cycle of the components instances and to provide information on their execution state. Because we implemented the platform upon the OSGi service based platform, let’s briefly make an introduction to OSGi.

2.1 Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGI)
The OSGi (Open Service Gateway Interface) Framework implements a complete and dynamic service model [4]. Projects such as Apache Felix, Oscar or Concierge implement OSGi specifications. We use the power of OSGi with a component model over it.

2.2 Heterogeneity
The hardware heterogeneity leads an important limit for a full OSGi development. The platform is not available on all devices, and particularly on sensors or smart sensors. So, we cannot deploy the OSGi framework to the Sun SPOTs because the Squawk VM hosted on Sun Spot Sensors implements CLDC 1.1 specifications whereas OSGI requires CDC due to its need of the java.lang.ClassLoader mechanism. On such devices we shall thus use the isolate (JSR 121) mechanism instead. The component framework that we have designed and implemented take into account such limitations to bypass the heterogeneity limit.

2.3 Service oriented software components
A classic component model provides a separation of concerns (functional/non-functional preoccupations) but do not provide a tool for dynamic management. Service oriented approaches proposed new models called service oriented
components. Several service oriented models do exist [5] and particularly over the OSGi one on which we will base the Osagaia model.

Certainly the most used by professionals is the Spring Framework (Spring Dynamic Modules) [17]. Nevertheless, it has two unacceptable restrictions: it does not permit substitution of service providers (into a composition) and doesn’t support reconfiguration [16]. Moreover, Spring is more oriented for application server development. It exists other models, more opened and extendable as iPOJO [15]. This model, proposed by the Apache foundation is based on OSGi. It mainly proposed customization by handlers. A handler is an object who can be plugged on an instance container. It is possible to extend the component model by creating a specific handler. A handler manages one non-functional requirement of the instances [16][17][18]. Nevertheless, it depends on the following OSGi platforms: Apache Felix, Eclipse Equinox, Knoplerfish and cannot implemented without OSGi platform (or on other OSGi platforms), this is a problem for the heterogeneity, because it can not manage hosts as Sun Spots. Nevertheless, the handler mechanism is very interesting and the Osagaia model widely draws with: InputUnit, OutputUnit and ControlUnit, able to manage input/output data flows as well as control flows and commands. We also (as others models) will use component description [13][2] in order to describe the architecture of the application. So, the non-functional part of the Osagaia model is the same for all components composing the application.

2.4 Related Works

In [16] authors explain how interesting it is to provide dynamic reconfiguration with sensor networks. In [20] we can find a software component model for sensors with connectors dedicated to measures. Our approach is close to this philosophy. We propose to go on and uniform the deployment of components for dynamic reconfiguration of application of heterogeneous hosts.

Building such applications has been the topic of several works [4][5][17][19] [13]. Nevertheless, none of such design method integrates strongly limited hosts. Some of them use additional software layers highly consumer of resources, unacceptable for very limited hosts.

The goal of our software component model is to facilitate the work of the software developer. He focuses on the applicable/functional part and dont care about mobility, dynamic nor heterogeneity. So, we propose a Java uniform framework. Software architectures are often coupled to specific hardware [13] and highly power consumer. We propose a lightened architecture able to be deployed on (very) limited hosts. We do not use middleware but a set of services integrated to the Java platform with specific component and connectors containers, called Osagaia (means component in Basque language) and Korrontea (means connector in Basque language). The following part details each of these containers and how they interact with the platform.

3. COMPONENT MODEL

Functional properties implemented into the components are the core of the application. Non-functional ones deal with mechanisms implementing the dynamic of the architecture and the supervision of the application by the platform which manages its QoS (user and hardware oriented).

3.1 Osagaia Component Model

Figure 1. Osagaia Component

The Osagaia is a first class component container (Fig. 1) divided into three non-functional entities: InputUnit (IU), OutputUnit (OU) and ControlUnit (CU). The functional part of the component is called the Business Component (BC). The CU exports the interface for managing the life cycle (creation, configuration, validity, destruction), initializes configurable values of component, receives commands and sends states. The configuration deals with the management of QoS events. These events are then captured and evaluated by the platform which triggers dynamic reconfiguration [3]. The IU and OU allow the container to be connected to the corresponding Korrontea connectors according to the connection commands send by the platform.

3.2 KORRONTEA CONNECTOF MODEL

Figure 2. Korrontea Component

Because the assembling of Osagaia components may need various communications paradigms, we decided to design a connector model. The Korrontea container is based on the same architecture as Osagia (first class component). The main difference is that the Business Component implements communications modes. Each one is made of a triplet: Communication (local, distant), Mode (Synchronous/Asynchronous/Real-Time/With-Without loss), Interface (socket, RPC, RMI). Thanks to the CU, the platform also supervises connectors in order to detect transmission problems (bandwidth, loss of connection, errors, etc.) and to change communication and interface characteristics. A distributed application is deployed with Osagaia components instantiations linked by Korrontea connectors. Our component model allows creating a dynamic architecture as well as giving QoS information through the CU.
The platform receives such QoS data; compute them in order to decide if a reconfiguration is needed.

4. KALIMUCHO platform

The objective of the distributed platform, called Kalimucho (means “lot of quality”) is to supervise the Osagaia software components and Korrontea connectors as well as to reconfigure the application acting on life cycle of components/connectors or moving them on other hosts. A reconfiguration is done in order to ensure an adequate QoS [3].

Table 1. JVM with corresponding JSR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Java Standard</th>
<th>OSGi</th>
<th>JSR (Osgaia)</th>
<th>JSR (Korrontea)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLDC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLDC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As previously mentioned, the hardware heterogeneity is hidden with the use of the Java Virtual Machines (JVM). This language is quite natural because of the wide variety of devices/hardware supported, and with the wide possibility to get light JVM for (strongly) limited (mobile) devices. The Java environment is also suitable for devices without OS as Sun Spot Sensors. It is made of several platforms (J2EE, J2SE, J2ME), Java API, and a JVM specific to each device.

4.1 Services

The Kalimucho platform is based on services. As the platform will be deployed on each device, including limited ones, the question is how to distribute those services (it is a utopia to deploy the whole platform on too limited devices) according to limitations of the host. So, all services cannot be deployed verbatim on all devices. Consequently, the platform has various architectures, which is totally compatible with the Kalimucho service based platform. Kalimucho proposes the following functionalities:

1. Creation of Osagaia containers encapsulating the business component (service factory).
2. Création of Korrontea connectors establishing communications between two components (service factory).
3. Capture of QoS events from components/connectors and determine when they imply to reconfigure the application.
4. Provide new configurations (ie. new assembling) with addition/suppression/moving/substitution of components and links between them.
5. Ensure coherency between services distributed over devices (discovering, unicity, addition, suppression, etc.).
6. Manage the mobility of the business code, ie, BC.

Container and Connectors factories are a solution for the first and second point. They create entities specifically adapted to the host onto which they are deployed (it exists a container for each kind of host). The Supervision Service and Configuration Generator correspond to the third point. When an event occurs, the supervision needs the evaluation of the current QoS. Then the Configuration Generator provides another configuration, corresponding to the fourth point. The fifth point is solved with the Component Register having the knowledge and maintaining the list of available components for mobile and/or limited devices which are not able to run the OSGi platform. So the Kalimucho platform has a global vision of the deployed application.

Each service needs more or less resources. For example, the configuration generator needs numerous calculations. So, the selection of services to be deployed on limited hosts is done according to resources available on devices. That is why all services are not deployed on each one. The objective is to maximize the distribution of the platform in order to maximize the autonomy of each device according to its potential (memory, energy, power, etc.).

We present here the deployment of the platform according to resources available of the host. On mobile devices (see. Fig. 3), development is adapted to the CDC API. For example, the Configuration service is not implemented, so the Supervision service does not exactly run as on a fixed device with no limitations (desktop PC) because it can’t directly access to this service. Consequently, the configuration evaluation will be done by the nearest non limited host. Factories still have the same role but they are adapted to the CLDC implementation interface.

4.2 Component Container factory service

The container factory service allows building Osagaia containers. This service is available on each device family because instantiation of a software component is strongly coupled to the hosting device.
This service interacts with the supervision service in order to get the ID Card (a component description as used with COTS [1]) of the business component from a component repository available on the network. When using Squawk JVM on very limited devices (CLDC), the repository is embedded onto the device. This choice is done because such devices do not provide class loader mechanisms (the number of BC has to be limited due to storage limits on such devices). ID Cards contain static properties (name, version, etc.) as well as dynamic information (input/output connectors, target host, etc.).

4.3 Connector Container factory service

Connector Container Factory as well as Component Container Factory receives commands from the Supervision Service. Such factory creates links between component instances. The connector encapsulates a business component implementing the communication mode/politic. If the connector is distributed on two devices, each supervision service builds one part of the connector. The supervision service provides information necessary to build the connection hosts (IP address, port, etc.). For a given communication politic, the designer has to provide as much connectors as device types. In order to modify the QoS, we must have several components able to provide the same service with various qualities, or we must provide various components or components combinations ensuring this service. The choice of the adequate combination is done by the platform.

4.4 Component Register Service

The main task of the Component Register Service is to provide the two following interfaces: ReachSensorComponent and UpdateSensorComponent. Its role is to replace the lack of the OSGi platform, and especially the Service Register on CLDC devices. With this service, the platform is aware of components deployments of each CLDC compliant sensor. When reconfiguring, the Component Register Service sends the new deployment schema to the Supervision of the nearest non limited host. Then, the register is updated if needed and components hosted on sensors are reconfigured with the new local deployment schema.

4.5 The Supervision Service

The Supervision Service uses the set of previously presented interfaces. This service supervises all the components of the application using their Control Unit (CU) interface. Communication between the application and the platform are only done between CU and the Supervision Service hosted on the device onto which components are hosted. The Supervision Service controls the execution of the application using QoS events (battery, memory, CPU, number of current connections, etc.).

---

**Figure 5. Connector Container Factory**

Connector Container Factory as well as Component Container Factory receives commands from the Supervision Service. Such factory creates links between component instances. The connector encapsulates a business component implementing the communication mode/politic. If the connector is distributed on two devices, each supervision service builds one part of the connector. The supervision service provides information necessary to build the connection hosts (IP address, port, etc.). For a given communication politic, the designer has to provide as much connectors as device types. In order to modify the QoS, we must have several components able to provide the same service with various qualities, or we must provide various components or components combinations ensuring this service. The choice of the adequate combination is done by the platform.

**Figure 6. Component Register Service**

The main task of the Component Register Service is to provide the two following interfaces: ReachSensorComponent and UpdateSensorComponent. Its role is to replace the lack of the OSGi platform, and especially the Service Register on CLDC devices. With this service, the platform is aware of components deployments of each CLDC compliant sensor. When reconfiguring, the Component Register Service sends the new deployment schema to the Supervision of the nearest non limited host. Then, the register is updated if needed and components hosted on sensors are reconfigured with the new local deployment schema.

**Figure 7. Supervision on a non limited device.**

The Supervision Service uses the set of previously presented interfaces. This service supervises all the components of the application using their Control Unit (CU) interface. Communication between the application and the platform are only done between CU and the Supervision Service hosted on the device onto which components are hosted. The Supervision Service controls the execution of the application using QoS events (battery, memory, CPU, number of current connections, etc.).
Because all services are not hosted on all devices, when QoS information is captured, according to the device type, it has to be relayed towards a Supervision service able to access to all services. Such organization implicitly expresses a hierarchy between Supervision Services (Supervision, SupervisionCDC, SupervisionCLDC) as well as it exists between devices (more or less limited). The organization is detailed in the figure 3:

When a local Supervision Service express the lack of a hardware resource (memory, energy, etc.), it raises a QoS event. The platform decides to act according to its configuration and thresholds values defined by the designer. If the device is mobile, the reconfiguration has to follow the Supervision hierarchy. When re-deploying, the Supervision service send query to the Configuration Generator with the QoS states. According to the values, the evaluation can be positive or negative. If so, according to the device, the Supervision Service gets the list of components causing the failure. This list comes from a description file sent by a distant device or by the Component Register and is transmitted to the Configuration Generator. It makes evaluation and starts the reconfiguration process. The new generated configuration is provided to the Supervision Service which broadcast the new deployment to corresponding hosts and starts its deployment.

Concerning the functional parts, the CU of the container detects that the QoS level is no more ensured. It then raises an event to the local Supervision Service and the process goes on.

### 4.6 Configuration Generator Service

![Configuration Generator Service](image)

This service provides EvaluateConfiguration and ComputeReconfiguration interfaces. It uses an enhancement criterion and a configurable user defined criterion [2]. The final user can configure the platform by modifying critical range values (energy level, CPU charge, memory, execution time, etc.).

A reconfiguration can have consequences on the architectures. A local or distributed reconfiguration can trigger other reconfigurations of the architecture. The evaluation is firstly based on parameters given by the user, secondly, the Configuration Generator obtained from the description file of the application, the list of related components. Consequently, the configuration generator provides the list of component to suppress, to migrate and to deploy on each corresponding device.

5. Conclusion and Future work

The design of ubiquitous applications needs to integrate the management of the hardware hosts heterogeneity as well as functional aspects. This implies to provide solutions in order to reconfigure applications (software deployment) in such mobile and versatile environment.
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